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Abstract

This paper proposes a period representation for modelling the multidrug HIV therapies and an Adaptive

Multimeme Algorithm (AMmA) for designing the optimal therapy. The period representation offers benefits

in terms of flexibility and reduction in dimensionality compared to the binary representation. The AMmA is

a memetic algorithm which employs a list of three local searchers adaptively activated by an evolutionary

framework. These local searchers, having different features according to the exploration logic and the pivot

rule, have the role of exploring the decision space from different and complementary perspectives and, thus,

assisting the standard evolutionary operators in the optimization process. Furthermore, the AMmA makes use of

an adaptation which dynamically sets the algorithmic parameters in order to prevent the stagnation and premature

convergence. The numerical results demonstrate that the application of the proposed algorithm leads to very

efficient medication schedules which quickly stimulate a strong immune response to HIV. The earlier termination

of the medication schedule leads to lesser unpleasant side effects for the patient due to strong anti-retroviral

therapy. A numerical comparison shows that the AMmA is more efficient than three popular metaheuristcs.

Finally a statistical test based on the calculation of the tolerance interval confirms the superiority of the AMmA

compared to the other methods, for the problem under study.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

In western countries, the life expectancy of patients infected by Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) has

increased to tens of years due to improved medical treatments. Nowadays the most common medication is

a Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy (HAART) which is a “cocktail” consisting of three or more drugs.

These therapies keep the amount of viruses low and they help to maintain a high amount of CD4+ T-cells which

are a fundamental part of the human immune system. A person is considered to have the Acquired Immune

Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) once the T-cell count falls below a threshold value. As long as the HAART

medication is effective this can be prevented. These treatments have been very successful, but they still have

several disadvantages and shortfalls. Some patients develop resistance to a drug in their HAART cocktail and

due to this it is necessary to change the composition of medication. The medications have often unpleasant

side effects which can sometimes be so severe that the medication has to be stopped or changed. Particularly in

developing countries the high cost of HAART restrains their use. Due to these reasons the research on alternative

treatments is active. This paper studies methods for constructing multidrug therapies which stimulate such a

strong immune response that HIV is suppressed without need for further medication after the initial treatment

period.

Human immunodeficiency viruses can infect many types of cells including CD4+ T-cells which are an

essential part of the human immune system. Once the viral code is integrated to the host cell’s DNA code, it

can produce large quantities of viruses. The two most important types of anti-HIV drugs are currently Reverse

Transcriptase Inhibitors (RTIs) and Protease Inhibitors (PIs). Usually the HAART cocktail consists of two or

more RTIs and a PI. The reverse transcriptase inhibitors prevent HIV from infecting cells by blocking the

integration of the viral code. Protease inhibitors interfere with the replication of HIV leading to production of

defective viruses which are not infectious, that is, they cannot infect cells. In practice, RTIs cannot completely

block viruses from infecting cells and similarly some infectious viruses are still produced under a PI medication.

The maximum efficacy of a drug depends on many factors. A mutation can lead to a drug-resistant virus strain

and, thus, to a lower efficacy for some medication.

Mathematical models for the pathogenesis of HIV are usually based on systems of differential equations.

The models presented in [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] have been used to design dynamical antiviral drugs

therapies. An immune response can have a profound effect on the long term progression of HIV. Thus, the

models including an immune response like the ones in [1], [2], [5], [6], [7] are better suited for designing long

term treatments. Currently the immune response to HIV is not well understood, due to this several different

models have been proposed. Particularly, a model including the immune system is needed to design medical

treatments that stimulate a strong immune response. In this paper, we use the model for the pathogenesis of

HIV which was introduced in [1] and then employed in [8], [9], [10].

A large number of papers consider control techniques for planning HIV therapies. The papers [1], [11], [12],

[13], [14], [15] consider only RTI medication while the papers [16], [17] consider only PIs. In [18], [19], [20],

[21], all drugs in a HAART medication are lumped as one control variable in the model. The papers [8], [9],

[22], [23], [24], [10], [25] design dynamical multidrug therapies employing RTIs and PIs. In these therapies,
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the dosage of both medications can change independently of each other. This paper also studies this type of

dynamical multidrug therapies.

In the considered control approaches the amount of medications can be either continuous or binary. The

latter type is called Structured Treatment Interruption (STI) and has been extensively studied in the medical

literature, see [26] and references therein. The main argument to use STI medications instead of continuously

varying dosage is to lower the risk of HIV mutating to strains which are resistant to the current medication

regime. Studies of continuously varying medical therapies have been more common, see [1], [11], [27], [12],

[22], [13], [14], [23], [28], [16], [24], [17], [7], [25]. Structured treatment interruption schedules have been

considered in [1], [8], [10], [19], [20], [21]. Here STI medications combining RTIs and PIs are studied.

This paper designs STI antiviral multidrug therapies for HIV using an open loop tracking problem which

is similar to the one in [9]. Continuously varying medications were constructed in [9] using a state dependent

Riccati equation based feedback control. The aim here is to construct STI medications which are easier to

administer and that have lower risks of developing drug resistance than continuously varying medications. The

same mathematical model but with a different fitness function was used to optimize STI medications in [8],

[10]. These papers used a binary presentation for the medication while a period presentation is used here. The

main advantages of the period presentation are a lower cardinality of optimization problems and more flexibility

on imposing constraints for medications. In particular, the evolutionary optimization approach in [10] is closely

related to the approach considered here, but due to different representation the optimization techniques are not

the same.

In [29], a related problem of designing treatment interruption schedules for cancer chemotherapies using

evolutionary algorithms is considered. The parametrization for the schedule in [29] is defined by the durations

of the treatment and rest periods and then the number of the cycles is constrained to nine. This leads to an

optimization problem with 18 real valued variables. This paper proposes a similar parametrization for STI

therapies for HIV. Typical optimal STIs have many short cycles and, thus, the optimization problem has a high

dimensionality when using such a parametrization. The considered optimization of multidrug HIV therapies

leads to a nonlinear integer programming problem which has a high dimensionality. A further challenge is due

to a small range of values for the objective function for a dominant part of the decision space. This leads to a

fairly flat fitness landscape [30], [31], [32]. Under these conditions, the problem is hard to solve. A classical

optimization method usually gets trapped into a neighborhood of a local minimum with a high objective function

value. A simple Evolutionary Algorithm often either stagnates due the flatness of the landscape or converges

prematurely to suboptimal solutions.

In order to overcome these undesired behaviors and to find the optimal HIV multidrug therapy, a Computa-

tional Intelligence Approach is proposed here. More specifically, this paper describes an Adaptive Multimeme

Algorithm (AMmA) [33], [34], [35] which combines the features of an evolutionary framework and three

local searchers which are intelligently activated by means of an adaptive rule. These three local searchers have

different features and, thus, bias the optimization process in different ways. The first local searcher is highly

explorative since it executes a random search working on all the variables of the candidate solutions at the same

time and greedily accepts enhanced solutions. The second local searcher is highly exploitative since it works on
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one variable at once and accepts a new solution only after having exhaustively explored the neighborhood of

the starting solution. The third local searcher has intermediate exporative/exploitative features. It works on two

variables and makes use of the logic of the Simulated Annealing (it could therefore also accept solutions with

worse performance) in order to jump out from a suboptimal basin of attraction and, thus, detect new promising

search directions while trying to exploit the most of the genotype of the starting solution. Moreover, the AMmA

employs a dynamic parameter setting, for both evolutionary framework and local searchers, with the aim of

following the necessity of the evolutionary process preventing the stagnation and the premature convergence

and, at the same time, avoiding unnecessary fitness evaluations.

II. HIV M EDICATION OPTIMIZATION

A. HIV model

We model the pathogenesis of HIV using a system of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) introduced in

[1] and employed in [8], [9], [10]. This model has two classes of target cells which can be infected by HIV.

The first class is the CD4+ T-cells denoted byT1 in the model. These cells are a fundamental component of

the human immune response system. The second class of cells are denoted byT2 and their biological cell type

is not specified in [1]. The viral load in the model is denoted byV . The model includes an immune response

measure denoted byE which is also not specified biologically. The control variables in the model are the

Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor (RTI) efficacyεα and the Protease Inhibitor (PI) efficacyεβ . The mathematical

properties of the model have been studied in [1], [8] which show that it captures many of the observed behavioral

properties of long term HIV dynamics [2], [36]. The system of ODEs defining the model reads

Ṫ1 = λ1 − d1T1 − (1− εα)k1V T1

Ṫ2 = λ2 − d2T2 − (1− fεα)k2V T2

Ṫ ∗1 = (1− εα)k1V T1 − δT ∗1 −m1ET ∗1

Ṫ ∗2 = (1− fεα)k2V T2 − δT ∗2 −m2ET ∗2

V̇ = (1− εβ)NT δ(T ∗1 + T ∗2 )− [c + (1− εα)ρ1k1T1 + (1− fεα)ρ2k2T2] V

Ė = λE + bE
T ∗1 + T ∗2

T ∗1 + T ∗2 + Kb
E − dE

T ∗1 + T ∗2
T ∗1 + T ∗2 + Kd

E − δEE.

(1)

The state variables in the model (1) are:T1 is uninfected CD4+ T-cells,T2 is uninfected target cells of second

kind, T ∗1 is infected T-cells,T ∗2 is infected target cells of second kind,V is viruses, andE is immune effectors.

We use cubic millimeter (mm3) as a volume unit. The biological meaning of the terms in (1) has been discussed

in [1], [8]. Table I gives the values of the parameters. These same parameter values have been used in [1], [8],

[9], [10].

It is well-known that usually after discontinuing HAART medications the viral load rebounds to a high level;

see [37], [38], for example. An exception to this was observed with “Berlin patient” who interrupted HAART

medications twice and after stopping medications permanently the viral load stayed at a low level [39]. This

behavior was attributed to a strong immune response stimulated by interruptions in the therapy. The model (1)

exhibits a pronounced viral rebound when the immune response is not strong, that is, when the level of the
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TABLE I

THE PARAMETERS IN THEHIV MODEL.

parameter value unit parameter value unit
λ1 10.0 cells

mm3·day λ2 31.98× 10−3 cells
mm3·day

d1 0.01 1
day d2 0.01 1

day

k1 8.0× 10−4 mm3

virions·day k2 0.1 mm3

virions·day

m1 0.01 mm3

cells·day m2 0.01 mm3

cells·day

ρ1 1 virions
cells ρ2 1 virions

cells

δ 0.7 1
day c 13.0 1

day

f 0.34 – NT 100.0 virions
cells

λE 1.0× 10−3 cells
mm3·day δE 0.1 1

day

bE 0.3 1
day dE 0.25 1

day

Kb 0.1 cells
mm3 Kd 0.5 cells

mm3

immune effectorsE is not high enough. This is clearly demonstrated in the paper [8] while it is not transparent

in the numerical results presented in sectionIV due to fairly short interruptions in the medications. Particularly

the fitting of the model parameters using clinical HIV treatment interruption data in the study [40] lead for

many patients experiencing viral rebounds to a good match between the data and the states of the model; for

more details, see [41].

When no medication is administrated (εα = εβ = 0) the steady states of the model (1), that is, the states in

which the time derivatives are zero, are described and analyzed in [1], [8]. A steady state of particular interest

is the so-called “healthy” steady state given by

T1 = 967.839
cells
mm3

, T2 = 0.621
cells
mm3

, T ∗1 = 0.076
cells
mm3

,

T ∗2 = 0.006
cells
mm3

, V = 0.415
virions
mm3

, and E = 353.108
cells
mm3

,

(2)

The value ofT1 in (2) is close to a thousand cells per cubic millimeter which corresponds to a person without

HIV under the model (1) and given parameters. This is the reason for calling this state “healthy”. Furthermore,

the viral loadV in (2) is fairly low.

Following [1], [8], [9], [10], we have chosen the initial condition of (1) to be the acute infection

T1 = 1000
cells
mm3

, T2 = 3.198
cells
mm3

, T ∗1 = 0.0
cells
mm3

,

T ∗2 = 0.0
cells
mm3

, V = 0.001
virions
mm3

, and E = 0.01
cells
mm3

.

(3)

In the acute infection (3) the state variables have the same values as that of a healthy person except that there

is a small quantity HIV in blood.

In order to numerically simulate the pathogenesis of HIV, we have discretized the model (1) in time using

a second-order backward differentiation formula (BDF2) [42]. For the numerical results 30 minute time steps

are used, that is, for each day 48 time steps are performed. The simulation for 750 days requires a few tenths

of a second.
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B. Medications, their representation and efficacies

We consider Structured Treatment Interruption (STI) schedules for medications. This means than at any given

time a maximum dose of a medicine is administered to a patient or that medicine is not given. We describe

the RTI medication by a binary valued function of timet denoted byα(t), that is,α : [0, T ] → {0, 1}, where

T is the duration of the considered schedule in days. Similarly, the PI medication is defined byβ(t).

In order to make schedules easier to follow for patients we allow only a medication to be started or stopped

at one specified time during a day, say, in the morning. This means that it is necessary to decide for each

24 period if a medication is taken or not. Hence, the RTI medication is described by the binary valuesα(0),

α(1), . . ., α(T − 1). This suggests the representation of the medication by a binary number withT bits. This

type of representation was used in [8], [10]. Instead of this we represent the medication schedule as an integer

vector. Let the vectorα = (α1, α2, . . .) define the RTI medication schedule. The first elementα1 gives the

duration of the first on RTI medication period in days. The second elementα2 gives the duration of the first

off RTI medication period. In general,α2k−1, k = 1, 2, . . ., gives the length of thekth on period in days and

α2k, k = 1, 2, . . ., gives the length of thekth off period. Fig.1 shows an example of the beginning of the

RTI medication schedule. The schedule for the PI medication is defined in the same way by an integer vector

β = (β1, β2, . . .).

To our knowledge this is the first time that the period representation has been used for STI antiviral medication

for HIV. A similar representation was used in [29] to optimize cancer medications. This representation has

several benefits over a binary representation. It leads to a vast reduction in dimensionality which can result

much faster convergence in the optimization. Furthermore, it offers an easier way to pose constraints on the

lengths of on and off medication periods. We have not considered such constraints here, but there are many

reasons why they can be important. For example, without carefully constraining these periods the probability

of unpleasant and even severe side effects as well as mutations resulting in drug-resistant strains of HIV can

be unacceptably high. Furthermore, allowing the medications to be started or stopped at many specific times

during a day does not increase the dimensionality with the period representation as much as it does with the

binary representation.

medication on

medication off

efficacy εα = εmax
α

efficacy εα = 0

duration in days

day number 0

A
A
A

¾ α1
-

α1

¾ α2
-

α1 + α2

A
A
A

¾ α3
-

∑3
i=1 αi

¾ α4
-

∑4
i=1 αi

Fig. 1. The beginning of the RTI medication schedule and its efficacy

We choose the maximum number of on and off medication periods during the considered time interval[0, T ]

and we denote it byL + 1. We require the last periodsαL+1 andβL+1 ends to the dayT . Thus, we have the
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constraints
∑L+1

k=1 αk = T and
∑L+1

k=1 βk = T . Due to this it is possible to computeαL+1 andβL+1 from the

other periods. Hence, we do not need to store them. We allow zero length periods and from this it follows that

the number of on and off medication periods can be fewer thanL+1. We remark that ifL is odd then the last

periods are off medication periods and ifL is even then they are on periods. In order to simplify the notations

in the following, we define a vectorx which is obtained by concatenating the vectorsα = (α1, . . . , αL) and

β = (β1, . . . , βL), that is,x = (α, β).

In practice, a RTI medication cannot block completely the integration of the viral code into the target cells

and a PI can only partially prevent the replication of viruses by infected cells. This means there exist some

maximum efficaciesεmax
α and εmax

β which are less than one for the RTI and PI medications, respectively. We

have chosen to use the valuesεmax
α = 0.8 andεmax

β = 0.4 in the numerical experiments. The study [40] fitting

the parameters of the model (1) using clinical data shows that for different patients these maximum efficacies

vary essentially in the whole range from zero to one with the average values close to0.5. The paper [1] studying

anti-HIV medications used the maximum RTI efficacy0.8 while no PI medications were employed. The papers

[8], [9], [10] used the values0.7 and 0.3 for the maximum efficacies of RTI and PI, respectively. Numerical

experiments in [9] show that a strong immune response allowing discontinuing medication at some point is

possible when the total combined efficacy1− (1− εmax
α )(1− εmax

β ) as defined in [36] is higher than about 0.8.

The maximum efficacies0.7 and0.3 lead approximately to this limiting value. The value0.8 and0.4 used in

this paper lead to the combined total efficacy0.88 which is closer to an average patient susceptible to having

a strong immune response according to the fitted parameters in [40]. This is the reason for slightly modifying

the more usual maximum efficacies0.7 and0.3 in the previous studies.

After starting a medication it takes a while for the medication to be fully efficacious. For example, this could

require a few hours. We neglect this transition period and assume that the RTI and PI medications have the

efficaciesεmax
α and εmax

β , respectively, immediately after starting to administer them. Typically nowadays the

RTI and PI medications are taken twice a day. Their efficacies take several hours to decay after the medication

has been taken the last time. We model this as a linear decay from the maximum efficacy to zero efficacy which

requires 24 hours for both medications. The same decay rate has been used in [1], [8], [9]. An example of the

RTI efficacy εα is shown in Fig.1.

C. Optimization problem

An effective HIV medication can lead to a low viral load, but it cannot completely clear HIV [36]. Many

HIV infected persons can live in the “healthy” condition for a long period without any HIV medication and

without medical problems due to HIV. For these reasons instead of trying to eradicate HIV our aim is to find

multidrug therapies which steer the medical condition to the “healthy” state (2). Once the neighborhood of this

state is reached, therapy can be discontinued due to the local asymptotic stability of the state (2).

In control theory problems in which the aim of the control is to steer the state to a given desired non-zero

state are called tracking problems. A usual way to accomplish this is to find controls which minimize a weighted

least square distance from the desired state over time. Based on this approach we formulate similarly to [9] the

optimization of a multidrug therapy schedule as the minimization of a least squares fitness functionJ given by
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a sum

J(α, β) = J(x) =
3∑

i=1

wiJi (4)

where the weight coefficientswi arew1 = 10 andw2 = w3 = 1, and the objective functionsJi are

J1 = 10
∫ T

0

(E − 353.108)2dt, J2 =
∫ T

0

α2 dt, and J3 =
∫ T

0

β2 dt. (5)

In (5), T is a given time horizon,E is the measure of the immune response in (1), α is the RTI medication

schedule, andβ is the PI medication schedule. Thus,J1 measures the immune effectors over the time interval

[0, T ] while J2 andJ3 measure the amount of medications. The same fitness function was used in [9] with an

additional term for the viral load. Thus, the aim is to steer the immune response to the “healthy” state level

and at the same time minimize the amount of medications.

The optimization of the HIV multidrug therapy forT days is defined by a constrained nonlinear integer

programming problem

min
x

J(x) (6)

subject to the constraints
L∑

k=1

xk ≤ T and
2L∑

k=L+1

xk ≤ T (7)

and the state equation (1) with the initial condition (3).

Our numerical studies in the following are based on 750 day period, that is,T = 750. This is sufficiently

long time to reach the “healthy” state. Furthermore, based on several experiments we have chosen the maximum

number of on and off medication periods to be 132, that is,L = 131. Hence, the last periods are off medication.

As our results will show this number of periods is large enough in order to reach the “healthy” state while

with a much smaller number the optimization has difficulties in attaining this.

D. Features of the decision space and the fitness landscape

As highlighted above, the period representation of the HIV problem leads to a reduction in dimensionality,

that is, a reduction in the cardinality of the decision space compared to the binary representation. In the case of

binary representation, the cardinality of the decision space is given by22T . In the case of period representation

the cardinality of the decision space can be determined in the following way. Let us consider one medication, for

example, the RTI medication; the schedule for this medication is defined by the vectorα = (α1, α2, . . . , αL+1)

having the lengthL + 1. The componentsαk are integers and they satisfy the inequalities0 ≤ αk ≤ T .

Furthermore, the sum
∑L+1

k=1 αk is T . By using an induction proof one can easily show that the total number

of possible different vectorsα is given by

ζ =
(T + L)!

L! T !
. (8)

The number of different PI medication schedules is the sameζ. Thus, the cardinality of the decision space

is given by ζ2. For our problem, we haveL = 131 and T = 750. It follows that ζ = 2.768 × 10159 and

the cardinality of the decision space is7.664× 10318. The period representation allows the algorithm to work
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with a decision space having vastly lower cardinality lower than the binary representation has (21500); more

specifically it is4.576× 10132 times lower.

Even though the application of the period representation leads to a significant reduction in dimensionality,

it is still very high and the problem is challenging to solve especially with the fitness function, it being

computationally relatively expensive (each fitness evaluation takes about0.2 seconds on a PC with a3 GHz

processor). In addition, the fitness landscape presents a further difficulty. It is rather flat [30] [32] [31],

meaning that most solutions of the decision space have very similar fitness values. Also, the basin of attraction

around the optimal solution is very narrow. Due to these reasons many optimization algorithms (deterministic,

evolutionary or other kind of metaheuristic) can easily stagnate leading to a large number of fitness function

evaluations without significant improvement in its value or prematurely converge to a suboptimal solution with

an unsatisfactory fitness.

This paper proposes an Adaptive Multimeme Algorithm (AMmA) which combines the features of an evolu-

tionary algorithm, a random local searcher, a deterministic local searcher, and a metaheuristic in order to explore

the decision space from different and complementary perspectives. These ingredients lead to an algorithm which

can subdue the difficult fitness landscape (see [33] and [43]). In addition, the proposed algorithm uses an adaptive

rule which measures the fitness diversity of the problem in order to dynamically set the algorithmic parameters

and to enable/disable the usage of the local searchers.

III. T HE ADAPTIVE MULTIMEME ALGORITHM

This section gives a description of the algorithm designed to solve the problem in (6). In the following

subsections, the analysis of each algorithmic component is carried out and the comments related to the

algorithmic choices are given. The last subsection of this section shows how the single algorithmic components

are intelligently combined in order to solve the optimization problem.

A. Initial Sampling

As highlighted above, the solutions are very similar among each other, in terms of fitness values, in a

very wide region of the decision space. The initial sampling is therefore a very critical issue for this class of

problems. A pseudo-random initial sampling can easily lead to an initial population made up of individuals

having a very similar performance; this performance being very low for all the individuals. Moreover, in the

case of an unlucky initial sampling (very probable for this fitness landscape) the flatness of the function could

lead to a very slow evolution of the candidate solutions and, thus, the stagnation of the algorithm. Due to the

high cardinality of the decision space, it is impossible to perform an initial sampling which covers every region

of the decision space.

In order to find a compromise between the necessity of having spread out solutions and the impossibility to

handle an initial population with an enormous size due to computational limitations, a Quasi-Random Initial

Sampling (QRIS) [44], [45], [46] consisting of the following is proposed here. The range of variability of the

genes having positions1, 2, 3, 132, 133, and134 is divided into three intervals[0, T/3], [T/3+1, 2/3 ·T ], and

[2/3 · T + 1, T ]. This division individuates36 = 729 possible combinations of the intervals for these6 genes.
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

x 10
4fitness evaluation

PRIS
QRIS

Fig. 2. Comparison between the pseudo-random and quasi-random initial sampling

The initial sampling of these6 genes is obtained by generating pseudo-randomly (with uniform distribution)

integer numbers within the described intervals in a way that all possible combinations are covered. Then729

candidate solutions are formed from these729 sets of the6 genes by generating the remaining262− 6 = 256

genes pseudo-randomly.

Some additional solutions are generated pseudo-randomly with uniform distribution. In this way, the first

three periods of the therapy for both medications are more spread out in the decision space. The choice of gene

positions where the QRIS is applied comes from a physical consideration of the problem. It has been noticed

that the beginning of the medications are very important in terms of immune response and, therefore, the genes

1, 2, 3, 132, 133, and134 heavily bias the fitness values. Obviously this QRIS does not ensure a full coverage

of all regions of the decision space but it leads to a more robust algorithmic behavior.

In order to show the advantages compared to the classical uniformly distributed pseudo-random sampling

and, thus, to justify this algorithmic choice a numerical test has been performed. Keeping all other algorithmic

parameters as constants, the algorithms using QRIS and Pseudo-Random Initial Sampling (PRIS) have been run

for 20 times each. The runs have been terminated after20000 fitness evaluations. At the end of each generation,

the average of the best fitness values have been computed for the20 test runs (Average Best Fitness). For both

the sampling techniques, if the solutions do not respect the constraints in equations (II-C), the exceeding days

of the therapy are ignored. Fig.2 compares the performance of the algorithms using the two sampling strategies.

The standard deviation bars are also included in Fig.2.

The PRIS offers a better performance at the very beginning of the optimization process (see [45]) but it is

outperformed after12000 fitness evaluations by the QRIS. According to our interpretation, the QRIS generates

a set of solutions that are more genotypically spread out than the ones generated by the PRIS. This effect

leads to an enhanced efficiency of search in the directions towards the global optimum. As shown in Fig.2,
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the PRIS-trend has a constant value for several generations and, thus, there is a risk of prematurely converging

even in the early generations. On the other hand, it is important to notice that the initial sampling is only one

important part of the algorithm. The QRIS can help the optimization process only during the early generations

and, thus, also the other algorithmic components have to be designed carefully in order to find a solution fairly

close to the optimum.

B. Standard Evolutionary Operators

The set of the solutions undergoes selection and variation operations at each generation. The following

algorithmic choices have been made.

1) Parent Selection:At each generation, a subset of solutions is selected, on the basis of their performance,

in order to constitute the set of parent solutions. The ranking parent selection [47], [48] using the stochastic

universal sampling algorithm [49] has been chosen. This choice follows from the consideration that due to the

flatness of the fitness landscape, the fitness values of the individuals of the population at a typical generation are

very similar to each other. It is therefore necessary to employ a parent selection mechanism which generates

selection probabilities that are not based on the actual fitness values (as in the case of fitness proportional

selection, see [46]).

2) Crossover:Crossover operation generates offsprings from the parents and it consists of the following. The

two selected chromosomes are divided in two substrings of the same length (corresponding to the two types

of medication). The two-point crossover technique [50] is then applied to each substring of the chromosomes.

The reason for applying the recombination separately on the two substrings is that the application of the

recombination operators to the whole chromosome could lead to solutions with worse performance. More

specifically, the one-point crossover technique [51] applied to the whole chromosome is not explorative enough

since it generates an offspring very similar to its parents. This can lead to a premature convergence. The two-

point crossover technique applied to the whole chromosome swaps the middle part of two chromosomes. This

middle part could contain the end of the first medication and the beginning of the second one. We noticed

that the resulting offspring solutions generated in this way have very often worse performance than its parent

solutions.

In order to understand better the behavior of the crossover for this kind of problem and, thus, justify the

algorithmic choice the following numerical test has been designed. A sampling of1000 points has been

performed pseudo-randomly with uniform distribution in the decision space and the fitness functionJ has

been computed for all of them. These points have been pseudo-randomly with uniform distribution selected and

recombined by the several crossover techniques under examination generating an offspring population consisting

of 2000 points. The fitness values of the offspring population have also been calculated. We denote byJavg the

average fitness value over the1000 parent solutions and we defineη to be the number of offspring solutions

with better fitness thanJavg divided by the size of the offspring population (i.e.2000). Table II shows the

effectiveness of the several crossover techniques for the fitness landscape under examination.

As can be noticed in TableII in all cases, the efficiency of the recombination operator is quite low.
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TABLE II

COMPARISON AMONG CROSSOVER TECHNIQUES

Recombination on the whole chromosome Recombination on the substrings

one-point two-point one-point two-point

η 0.07 0.02 0.19 0.26

while budget conditions
Generate an independent random vector made up of positive and
negative integer numbersdk having the same length asxk;
Check if xk + dk is a feasible solution;
if J(xk + dk) < J(xk)

xk+1 = xk + dk;
end-if

end-while

Fig. 3. Localized Random Search pseudo-code

3) Mutation: In order to explore the decision space more efficiently, some of (see subsectionIII-D ) the

generated offspring solutions undergo a mutation operator. The mutation occurs in the following way. Two

genes of the chromosome, one belonging to the first substring and one belonging to the second are selected

pseudo-randomly (with uniform distribution). For each gene, a small integer number (positive or negative) is

generated pseudo-randomly from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution and then added to the selected genes. In

other words, a normally distributed mutation [52], [53] is employed for integers.

4) Survivor Selection:When an offspring is generated by recombination and processed by the mutation

operator, a population must be selected for the subsequent generation by means of the survivor selection. Since

the recombination generates many offspring solutions with worse performance than their parents (see TableII ),

an age-based replacement or a generational approach are likely inefficient. This paper proposes an approach

which selects for the subsequent iteration the bestSpop individuals [54], [55] (whereSpop is a parameter

adaptively set, see subsectionIII-D ) among both parent and offspring solutions.

C. Local Searchers: Functioning and Usage

In order to support the evolutionary process, three local searchers with different features are employed.

These local searchers explore the decision space from different perspectives [33], [56], [57] and to compete

and cooperate [58] for the common goal of determining the global optimum.

1) Localized Random Search:The Localized Random Search (LRS see [59]) is a random searcher having

greedy pivot rule [44] which aims to explore decision space in every direction. The LRS tries to enhance a

starting solution by adding a random vector. Fig.3 shows the pseudo-code of the LRS for thekth iteration (xk

is the candidate solution for the related iteration).

The main features of the LRS are that it executes the minimization working simultaneously on all genes of

the chromosome and it executes the update of the candidate solution as soon as a trial is successful (greedy
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Fig. 4. Effectiveness of the LRS in dependence on the fitness value of the starting solution

pivot rule). Due to its inner structure, this local searcher turned out to be very efficient for solutions far from the

optimum. It assists and cooperates with the evolutionary framework offering solutions having good performance

and a new genotypic structure (the perturbation is executed to all genes). On the other hand, the efficiency of this

algorithmic component significantly decreases when the starting solution has already fairly good performance.

In this case, often the LRS does not find any solutions with better performance than the starting one. In other

words, this local searcher is very powerful in the early generations of the AMmA but it can be inefficient in

the neighborhood of the optimum. Since the computational cost of the LRS is defined by the budget imposed

(see Fig.3), a failure of this local searcher would lead to a waste of computational resources.

In order to analyze the effectiveness of the LRS, the following numerical test has been designed. For a fixed

budget equal to500 fitness evaluations, the LRS has been performed on several starting solutions with different

fitness values. The improvement of the solution with respect to the corresponding initial solution have been

computed. Fig.4 shows the improvements obtained by the LRS vs the fitness of the starting solution.

2) Steepest Descent Explorer:The Steepest Descent Explorer (SDE) has completely different features,

compared with the LRS, in terms of pivot rule and neighborhood generating function [44]. In addition, unlike

the LRS, the SDE is a fully deterministic local searcher. The SDE consists of the following. For a given step

sizeh, a 262× 262 direction matrixH is formed by setting its diagonal elements to beh. The SDE perturbs

an initial solution by adding to it and by subtracting from it the rows of the direction matrix one by one. This

generates a set of524 new candidate solutions. The SDE selects from these524 solutions the one with the best

performance. If the best solution has higher performance than the initial one then replacement occurs otherwise

the SDE fails.

Thus, the SDE is a deterministic local searcher with a steepest descent pivot rule which explores the

neighborhood of a candidate solution in order to perform the hill climb (or more properly the hill descent due
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Generate the direction matrixH = hI;
for each row of the matrixH

Calculatex0 + row(H) andx0 − row(H);
Check if x0 + row(H) (andx0 − row(H)) is a feasible solution;

end-for
Setx∗ to be the solution with the best performance among the newly calculated solutions;
if x∗ has better performance thanx0;

x0 = x∗;
end-if

Fig. 5. Steepest Descent Explorer pseudo-code

to minimization) within the basin of attraction and, thus, executing a “life-time learning” [60] of a candidate

solution. In other words, the SDE executes the “exploratory move” of the Hooke-Jeeves algorithm (see [61],

[62], and [63]) in the case of a discrete decision space. Fig.5 shows the pseudo-code of the SDE for a given

h and a given initial solutionx0.

The SDE is a simple and computationally relatively cheap local searcher which could efficiently improve the

fitness value of the initial solution. It is important to notice that, due to the nature of the problem, candidate

solutions with one gene difference can have quite large difference in the fitness value. This local searcher

can be very valuable in assisting the optimization process. On the other hand, due to its inner structure, the

SDE does not aim to explore other areas of the decision space (it changes just one gene of the chromosome)

and, therefore, its use in the stage of the evolutionary process which aims to find new good genotypes can

be inefficient. In addition, the success of this local searcher depends on the position of the candidate solution

within the decision space and not on its starting fitness value. In other words, the SDE can fail or succeed in

every stage of the optimization process.

3) Simulated Annealing:The Simulated Annealing (SA) metaheuristic [64], [65] offers a third exploratory

perspective in the decision space which can choose a search direction leading to a basin of attraction different

from the one where starting pointx0 is. The exploration is performed by using the same mutation operator as

was described in the evolutionary framework (see subsectionIII-B.3).

For the sake of clarity, the pseudo-code of the SA for a given current best solutionxcb is shown in Fig.6.

The main reason to employ the SA in the AMmA is that the evolutionary framework should be assisted

in finding better solutions which improve the available genotype but at the same time exploring areas of the

decision space not yet explored. This local searcher changes two genes by adding or subtracting pseudo-random

quantities. It accepts with a certain probability solutions with worse performance in order to obtain a global

enhancement in a more promising basin of attraction. In addition, the exploratory logic aims, unlike the LRS,

to exploit the available genotype and at the same time, unlike the SDE, to explore a relatively wide area of the

decision space. Thus, the SA is included as a local searcher having an intermediate exploratory pressure and

efficiency between the LRS and the SDE.

The application of the SA local searcher can be successful in most of the cases, in the early generations, and

in the late generations as well. Moreover, due to its structure the SA can efficiently offer solutions in unexplored
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while budget conditions
Perturb the current best solution by mutation thus generatingxper;
Check if xper is a feasible solution;
Calculate the fitness value of the perturbed solution;
if J(xper) < J(xcb)

Accept the perturbed solution as a new current best point (xcb = xper);
else

Calculate the probabilityp = e
J(xcb)−J(xper)

T emp ;
Generate a pseudo-random valueu ∈ [0, 1];
if u < p

Accept the perturbed solution as a new current best point;
else

Keepxcb as the current best solution;
end-if

end-if
Reduce Temp;
end-while

Fig. 6. Simulated Annealing pseudo-code

basins of attractions and, thus, prevent an undesired premature convergence. The most delicate issue related to

the SA is the choice of parameters. The SA has two parameters which are the budget and the initial temperature

Temp0 (see Fig.6). Even though these parameters should be simultaneously set since the success of the local

searcher depends on both, the budget has been fixed to be500 fitness evaluations (in order to have a constant

computational cost for the SA). The temperature is adaptively set following the necessity of the evolutionary

process (seeIII-D ). The temperatureTemp is reduced according to a hyperbolic law following the suggestions

in [66].

D. Adaptation

In order to design a robust multimeme algorithm [56], [33], a set of adaptive rules have been implemented

to choose parameters dynamically and to assist the coordination of the local searchers. As highlighted above,

the main difficulty of this problem is the coexistence of a high cardinality decision space and a rather flat

fitness landscape (i.e. the values of the fitness function have a small variability in a large part of the decision

space). These properties make the problem hard to be solved since the algorithm has a high risk of prematurely

converging or stagnating.

For dynamically balancing the exploration and exploitation of the algorithm [57], a parameter

ψ = 1−
∣∣∣∣

Javg − Jbest

Jworst − Jbest

∣∣∣∣ (9)

has been defined, whereJworst, Jbest, andJavg are the worst, best, and average of the fitness function values

in the population, respectively. The parameterψ is a population diversity index which is well-suited for flat

fitness landscapes. It measures the population diversity in terms of fitness and it is relative to the range of the

fitness values[Jbest, Jworst] in the population. Thus, even when all fitness values are very similar leading to

Jbest andJworst to be close to each other,ψ still gives a well scaled measure, since it uses the relative distance
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of Javg from Jbest. The population has high diversity whenψ ≈ 1 and low diversity whenψ ≈ 0. A low

diversity means that the population is converging. We remark that the absolute diversity measure used in [10],

[67], and [68] is inadequate in this case, since according to it the population diversity would be very low most

of the time.

1) Dynamic parameter setting:The coefficientψ is used to dynamic tune the algorithmic parameters [69],

[70], [71]. At each generation, the number of crossovers is adaptively chosen to be

Ncr = Nf
cr + Nv

cr · (1− ψ) , (10)

whereNf
cr is the minimum number of crossovers andNv

cr is the maximum number of additional crossovers.

When the population diversity is low, that is,ψ ≈ 0, more offspring is generated in order to increase diversity.

While whenψ ≈ 1 and the diversity is quite high it is desirable to exploit more available solutions. In this

case, a relatively small number of crossovers is more adequate.

After all crossovers have been performed the mutation probability is given by

pm = pmax
m · (1− ψ) . (11)

The role of this dynamic mutation probability is to increase the explorative pressure in the presence of low

population diversity and to decrease it in the presence of high population diversity. The probabilitypm gives

the proportion of the population undergoing the mutation.

The valuepmax
m is a parameter that has been tuned by performing a numerical test which analyzes its

effect on the algorithmic performance. The AMmA has been run for1350 fitness evaluations for the values

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 while the other parameters have been unchanged. The AMmA has been run25 times for

each of the previous values. For these five values ofpmax
m , the best fitness values have been saved at the end

of each iteration. These values have been then averaged over the25 available values (Average Best Fitness,

see also subsectionIII-A ). Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the algorithmic performance for the above values

of pmax
m .

On the basis of the obtained results,pmax
m has been set to be0.3 for this problem.

For the survivor selection, the population size is computed as

Spop = Sf
pop + Sv

pop · (1− ψ) , (12)

whereSf
pop andSv

pop are the fixed minimum and maximum sizes of the variable population, respectively. The

coefficientψ is then used to dynamically set the population size [72], [73], [71] in order to prevent a premature

convergence and stagnation. When the population is highly diverse a small number of solutions need to be

exploited. Whenψ ≈ 0 the population is converging and a larger population size is required to increase the

exploration.

2) Coordination of the local searchers:As described above, three local searchers are employed to assist the

evolutionary framework. Their parameters and usage are adaptively chosen using the parameterψ in order to

properly coordinate the use of the local searchers by taking into account their differences and the necessities
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Fig. 7. Algorithmic performance for several values ofpmax
m

of evolution.

The LRS is activated by the conditionψ ∈ [0.1, 0.5]. This adaptive rule is based on the observation that this

local searcher can very efficiently increase the population diversity during the early generations (see Fig.4).

If ψ is lower than0.5 it means that the population diversity is decreasing and the application of the LRS can

introduce a new genotype in the population which can prevent a premature convergence. On the other hand,

the conditionψ < 0.1 is satisfied in the late generations when the convergence is approaching and the fitness

value has already been drastically reduced. In this case, the application of the LRS can be unsuccessful leading

to a waste of computational resources. It is important to remark that the LRS is applied to an individual of

the population pseudo-randomly (with uniform distribution) selected. This choice is based on the consideration

that this local searcher can lead to a significant improvement from any starting solution in the population.

The SDE is activated whenψ < 0.1 and it is applied to the solution with best performance. The basic idea

behind this adaptive rule is that the SDE has the role of quickly improving the best solution while staying in

the same basin of attraction. The conditionψ < 0.1 means that the SDE is employed when there are some

chances that optimal convergence is approaching. An early application of this local searcher can be inefficient

since a high exploitation of solutions having poor fitness values would not lead to significant improvements of

the population. In addition, since this local searcher is not explorative, its usage when a high exploration is

required would not lead to the introduction of new genotypes. The SDE requires the parameterh (the step size)

to be set which is adaptively chosen to beceil(100× ψ) at each activation. This adaptive rule means that the

exploration of the SDE occurs within a radius between1 and10 (if ψ ≈ 0.1h is set to10, if ψ < 0.01h is set

to 1) according to the state of convergence of the algorithm. Far from the convergence the SDE tries to explore

in a rather wide area while near the convergence it is less explorative and aims to fully exploit solutions which

already have good performance in order to “end the game” [60].
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The SA is activated whenψ < 0.2 and it is applied to the individual with the second best performance in

the population. Since an important property of this local searcher is that it could lead to improvements to a

starting solution without changing the genotype very much but exploring some neighbor basin of attractions,

the activation has been chosen to occur when the convergence is approaching (i.e. when the population is

supposed to be within a basin of attraction). The SA has the role of exploiting already good genotypes and,

at the same time, to explore the neighborhood. The application of the SA can lead a solution which is worse

than the starting one. Due to this reason, it is applied to the second best individual. This gives a chance to

enhance a solution with good performance without possibly ruining the genotype of the best solution. The initial

temperatureTemp0 has to be chosen for this local searcher. It is adaptively set to beTemp0 = ‖Javg−Jbest‖.
This means that the probability to accept a worse solution depends on the state of the convergence. In other

words, the algorithm does not accept worse solutions when the convergence has practically occurred.

An additional rule for the SDE has been implemented. When the LRS or the SA have succeeded to enhance

the starting solution, the algorithm tries to further enhance it by the application of the SDE. This choice can

be justified by the consideration that when the LRS and the SA succeed, they return a solution having better

performance with a genotype quite different from the starting one and, thus, belonging to a region of the

decision space which has not yet been exploited.

E. Algorithmic Design

The pseudo-code of the AMmA in Fig.8 describes how the algorithmic components introduced and analyzed

separately are combined. There are two stopping criteria for the algorithm which are that when a preset budget

is exceeded or whenψ = 0 i.e. the population is made up of one unique genotype.

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

A. Experimental setup

For the AMmA 50 simulation experiments have been executed. Each experiment has been stopped after

85000 fitness evaluations. At the end of each generation, the best fitness value has been saved. The average

over the50 experiments defines the Average Best Fitness (ABF). Analogously,50 experiments have been carried

out with a Genetic Algorithm (GA), and an Evolution Strategy (ES) in order to perform a comparison of the

performance between the AMmA and two classical methods.

1) Genetic Algorithm:A standard steady state Genetic Algorithm (GA) [74] has been implemented. The

GA employs a pseudo-random initial sampling (PRIS), two-point crossover, swap mutation (see [46]).

2) Evolution Strategy:An Evolution Strategy (ES) for our discrete problem has been implemented. As a

standard ES, this ES does not contain any parent selection and, thus, it considers all populations as a population

of parents [75]. An intermediate recombination which rounds to the nearest integer has been implemented and

the Gaussian mutation (rounding to the nearest integer) has been implemented resorting the1/5 success rule

[76]. Finally, a (µ + λ) strategy has been chosen.

Table III shows the parameter settings for the adaptive multimeme algorithm, the GA and the ES.
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Quasi-Random Initial Sampling;
Fitness evaluation of the initial population;

Calculateψ = 1−
∣∣∣ Javg−Jbest

Jworst−Jbest

∣∣∣;
while global budget conditions andψ > 0

Parent selection by ranking;
CalculateNcr = Nf

cr + Nv
cr · (1− ψ);

Generate by crossover2×Ncr offspring individuals;
Calculatepm = pmax

m · (1− ψ);
Execute the mutation on the offspring individuals according to the mutation probabilitypm;
Calculate the fitness of the offspring individuals;
Sort the population made up of parents and offspring according to their fitness values;
if ψ ∈ [0.1, 0.5]

Select one individual of the population pseudo-randomly;
Execute the LRS on the selected individual;
if the LRS succeeds

Execute the SDE on the individual enhanced by the LRS;
end-if

end-if
if ψ < 0.1

Execute the SDE on the individual with best performance;
end-if
if ψ < 0.2

Execute the SA on the individual with the2nd best performance;
if the SA succeeds

Execute the SDE on the individual enhanced by the SA;
end-if

end-if
CalculateSpop = Sf

pop + Sv
pop · (1− ψ);

Select theSpop best individuals to the subsequent generation;

Calculateψ = 1−
∣∣∣ Javg−Jbest

Jworst−Jbest

∣∣∣;
end-while

Fig. 8. Adaptive Multimeme Algorithm pseudo-code

TABLE III

PARAMETER SETTING FOR THEAM MA, THE GA AND THE ES

PARAMETER AMmA GA ES

size of initial

population 500 500 500

population size dynamic

for subsequent between80 and320 160 160

iterations

number of crossovers dynamic

per generation between40 and160 100 100

mutation dynamic

probability between0 and0.3 0.1 1 with 1/5 success rule

fitness

evaluations 85000 85000 85000
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3) Simulated Annealing:A Simulated Annealing (SA) [64], [65] with the maximum budget fixed to85000

fitness evaluations has also been run for the comparison. Also in this case50 runs have been executed. The

initial temperature has been set to be5× 108 and a hyperbolic reduction law of the temperature has been used

[66]. For each of the50 experiments the starting solution has been generated pseudo-randomly with uniform

distribution. The average fitness value over the50 experiments has been calculated after every100 fitness

evaluations. Analogous to the case of the AMmA, GA, and ES, this average value is also called Average Best

Fitness (ABF).

B. The results and their comparison

Fig. 9 and10 show the Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor (RTI) and Protease Inhibitor (PI) efficacies, respec-

tively, for the most effective HIV therapy schedule found by the AMmA over the50 experiments carried out.

Fig. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 show the behavior of the state variables of the model under the best therapy.

Fig. 9 and10 show that both medications are stopped before400 days. This early termination of the medical

treatment reduces undesired side effects and the possibility of mutations leading to drug-resistant HIV strains.

Fig. 11 shows that the number of uninfected CD4+ T-cells stays very high at all times. This means that the

immune system is not compromised at anytime. The choice of the fitness, the period representation of schedules,

and the proposed algorithm all contribute to this satisfactory result.

The previous studies in [8] and [10] based on a binary representation, slightly lower drug efficacies, and

different optimization algorithms lead to medical treatments which were stopped after590 and 500 days,

respectively. Fig.16shows the immune response corresponding to the best therapy schedule given by the AMmA

and compares it with the results obtained using binary representations and by means of two different optimization

algorithms. More specifically, the shown immune responses are obtained by using a Heuristic algorithm proposed

in [8] and by using Adaptive Evolutionary Algorithm with Intelligent Mutation local searchers (AEA with

IMLSs) proposed in [10]. The therapies given by these algorithms lead to an immune response which reached

the “healthy” steady state level in about600 and 500 days, respectively, while the therapy proposed by the

AMmA required less than400 days to reach the same level. Thus, the results presented appear to be very

promising.

C. Algorithmic analysis of the results and comparison with other optimization algorithms

In order to better explain the behavior of the AMmA, the diagram plottingψ vs fitness evaluations in the

most successful experiment is shown in Fig.17.

The behavior of the parameterψ is very oscillatory before the convergence (ψ = 0) occurs. Due to the flatness

of most of the landscape,ψ takes relatively low values meaning that the fitness values of the population are

very similar to each other and the small oscillations are basically due to the effect of the dynamic parameter

setting (mainly the variable population size [69]). On the other hand, the presence of some higher peaks in

the trend ofψ is due to successful local searches. An abrupt increase ofψ corresponds to the introduction

of a new individual into the population, which has far better performance than the others. More specifically
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Fig. 9. Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor (RTI) medication efficacy
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Fig. 10. Protease Inhibitor (PI) medication efficacy

the peaks around10000 fitness evaluations are due to successful searches by the LRS while the peaks around

60000 fitness evaluations are caused by successful searches by the SA.

Fig. 18 shows the behavior ofSpop, Ncr and pm in the most successful experiment of the AMmA. Since

the trend ofSpop, Ncr and pm are proportional, they are represented in Fig.18 by a unique trace and three

differently scaled y-axes.

Table IV gives for each algorithm under examination, the fitnessJb obtained by the most successful

experiment (over the50 sample runs), the related single objective functionsJi, the average best fitness at

the end of the experiments< J >, the fitness of the least successful experimentJw and the standard deviation

σ divided to the related value of< J >.

Regarding the dominance of the given solutions, it can be seen that the best solution obtained by AMmA
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Fig. 11. Uninfected CD4+ T-cells
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Fig. 12. Uninfected target cells of second kind

TABLE IV

NUMERICAL RESULTS

METHOD J1 J2 J3 Jb < J > Jw σ/ < J >

GA 8.01238× 107 527 593 8.0124× 108 8.0428× 108 8.3716× 108 0.0122

SA 7.9533× 107 710 326 7.9809× 108 8.0693× 108 8.2973× 108 0.0218

ES 7.1909× 107 484 490 7.1910× 108 7.2565× 108 7.4224× 108 0.0098

AMmA 3.6439× 107 285 287 3.6768× 108 3.7742× 108 3.8863× 108 0.0148
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Fig. 13. Infected CD4+ T-cells
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Fig. 14. Infected target cells of second kind

strictly dominates the best solutions given by the other methods. Concerning the robustness of the algorithms,

the valueσ/ < J > is very small for all algorithms after85000 fitness evaluations. This basically means that

the four algorithms offer a good performance in terms of robustness.

Fig. 19 shows the algorithmic performance of the four algorithms under examination. The standard deviation

bars (in circles) are also included in the graph.

From this figure and TableIV it is qualitatively clear that the AMmA leads to significantly better results than

the other methods. Moreover, it is interesting to consider the relationship of Fig.19 and Fig.17. Although Fig.

17 refers to one experiment while Fig.19 is based on an average, it is clear that around10000 fitness evaluations

and after60000 fitness evaluations there are steep decreases in the diagram of the algorithmic performance of

the AMmA. These decreases correspond to high oscillations in the trend ofψ. According to our interpretation,
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Fig. 16. Immune response

this phenomenon is due to successful runs of the local searchers which led to the generation of solutions with

better performance than the rest of the population, and, thus, to a temporary increase of the the population

diversity. In addition, it can be seen that the AMmA presents a similar algorithmic performance compared to

the other algorithms for about60000 fitness evaluations and after a certain point it clearly starts to outperform

the other methods. This effect can be seen as the capability of the AMmA in detecting the optimal basin of

attraction after having explored other areas of the decision space and, thus, properly exploiting a promising

search direction.

In order to perform a quantitative comparison, the following statistical test has been designed. For each
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Fig. 17. Behavior ofψ

algorithm the most and least successful results have been saved (see TableIV) and the interval[Jb, Jw] has

been considered as a two-sided tolerance interval. Following the procedure given in [77] and [78] for a two-sided

tolerance interval the proportionγ of a set of data which falls within a given interval with a given confidence

level δ has been determined by

γ ≈ 1− a

n
(13)

wheren is the number of available samples anda is the positive root of the equation

(1 + a)− (1− δ) · ea = 0. (14)

In our case, taking into account thatn = 50, it is possible to state that with a confidence levelδ = 0.95 a

proportionγ = 0.9086 of data falls within the interval
[
Jw, Jb

]
. This result is valid for all four algorithms.

Moreover, considering thatJw for the AMmA is much lower thanJb of the other three algorithms and that the

difference between theJw of the AMmA and theJb of the other algorithms is much larger than the width of

each tolerance interval it can be concluded that it is highly improbable that the GA, the ES, and the SA could

outperform the AMmA.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an Adaptive Multimeme Algorithm (AMmA) for designing HIV multidrug therapies.

The AMmA is an optimization algorithm consisting of an evolutionary framework having dynamic parameters

and three different local searchers which are adaptively employed in order to explore the decision space from

complementary perspectives and exploit in various ways the available candidate solutions.

The optimal solution given by the AMmA is very satisfactory since it leads to an immune response which

reaches a fairly healthy steady state in a significantly shorter time than the previous studies. In addition, the
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proposed medication contains a relatively low number of medication days and, therefore, helps to avoid harmful

side effects and mutations of HIV to drug-resistant strains.

Numerical comparisons show that the AMmA outperforms three other standard methods for this class of

problems. In particular, the AMmA proved to have better performance than the other algorithms in avoiding

stagnation and premature convergence and thus properly handling the high cardinality of the decision space

and the flatness of the fitness landscape.
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